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Motivation
1. Traditional identification methods such as passwords and smart
cards are now outdated because they can be lost, stolen, or
shared.
2. Expert and intelligent biometric based identification technologies
(e.g., fingerprints and voiceprints) are attracting more and more
interest in many areas, ranging from national security to daily life
(e.g., criminal investigations, healthcare applications, and
smartphone access).
3. However, IoT and AI technologies can facilitate the development
of pseudo-fingerprint and pseudo-face technologies, increasing the
risk of forgery and hacking of personal information.

Tendency and challenges
1. Difficulties in optimizing hyperparameters in the network model’s
training phase. A common problem in training pattern recognition or
classification models with deep neural networks (DNNs) is that a
large number of parameters need to be manually set during the
training phase.
2. Low identification speed. The more network layers there are, the
lower the recognition speed will be.
3. Influence of different acquisition statuses on the ECG signal’s
waveform characteristics.

Method

Design a deep bidirectional LSTM with adaptive particle swarm
optimization (BLSTM-APSO) model network supplemented by a
denoised one-dimensional (1D) ECG signal as the input vector.
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Method
Step 1: simple construction of input vectors. The denoised 1D ECG
signal is blindly segmented into equal-length segments using a fixed
window. The window length is regulated as 3fs to ensure that there is
at least one complete heartbeat. Thereafter, the divided ECG signal
is directly used as the input vector of the model.
Step 2: preliminary design of the deep BLSTM network structure. A
DNN structure is constructed with several BLSTM structures.
Overfitting is a considerable obstacle for this type of network. In this
study, we introduce dropout at different layers to prevent overfitting.
Randomly dropping out part of the network during the training
process at the specified rates prevents the neurons from adapting
overly well to the training data.

Method
Step 3: random initialization of APSO. Three hyperparameters (batch
size, initial learning rate, and number of hidden layer units) are
optimized by APSO, and the position information of each particle is
randomly initialized according to the range of the hyperparameters.
Step 4: deep BLSTM training to find the optimum hyperparameters.
The deep BLSTM network model is established according to the value
of the hyperparameter corresponding to the particle position.
Step 5: construction of the deep BLSTM-APSO network model using
the optimal hyperparameters. Through ECG data training, the trained
model is saved for identification.

Major results
1. Data description

2. Network structure

Major results
3. Optimization of the deep BLSTM-APSO model

Fig. 5 Accuracy plots for the four schemes during model training (database D2 in
protocol 2): (a) scheme A; (b) scheme B; (c) scheme C; (d) scheme D

Conclusions
1. This paper introduces a novel DNN framework that integrates deep
BLSTM and APSO, supplemented by original denoised ECG time series.
2. Most previous research has used ECG as a whole to extract features
or average the features of different windows after partitioning windows,
ignoring the changes of ECG signals in the time dimension and the
memory characteristics of recognition algorithms to key features. BLSTM
performs forward and backward synchronization training on long-period
signals, effectively identifying key features in the time series.
3. The PSO algorithm of the adaptive learning strategy is used to match
ECG signal features with deep BLSTM network topology, achieving fast
and effective parameter optimization and the best recognition
performance under the existing conditions.
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